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Starting Your Career as an Interior DesignerAllworth Press, 2016

	Starting Your Career as an Interior Designer contains all the necessary tools and strategies to successfully launch and grow a professional design business in the competitive world of interior design. Drawing on the authors' extensive experience, this book includes case studies, and personal anecdotes that help teach you how...
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Hacking Windows Vista: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Why didn't they ask me before they did that?" 

Vista is the most radical revamping of Windows since 1995. But along with all  the fantastic improvements, there are a couple of things that drive you up the  wall. Maybe you're not seeing the performance you expect. Security is better,  but boy, is it annoying. And what's with...
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Legal Guide for Starting & Running a Small Business, Seventh EditionNolo, 2003
While it cannot eliminate all need for a flesh-and-blood lawyer, attorney  Fred Steingold's Legal Guide for Starting & Running a Small Business, Volume  1 does the next best thing by offering a clear and concise path around many of the legal pitfalls encountered regularly by today's entrepreneur. And in this newly updated third...
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Web 2.0: A Strategy Guide: Business thinking and strategies behind successful Web 2.0 implementationsO'Reilly, 2008
Web 2.0 makes headlines, but how does it make money? This concise guide explains what's different about Web 2.0 and how those differences can improve your company's bottom line. Whether you're an executive plotting the next move, a small business owner looking to expand, or an entrepreneur planning a startup, Web 2.0: A Strategy Guide illustrates...
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Gamers at Work: Stories Behind the Games People PlayApress, 2012

	For nearly four decades, video games have captured the imaginations and drawn the ire of people around the world. Actors play them. Rappers promote them. Politicians want to control them. Even baseball legends make them. Video games are a cultural crossroads where business, entertainment, and technology converge.

	

	Sales of...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Customer Development: A cheat sheet to The Four Steps to the EpiphanyCooper-Vlaskovits, 2010

	“This is a must read for all startups and stakeholders.”

	— Steve Blank, author of The 4 Steps to the Epiphany, creator of Customer Development methodology

	

	“The Entrepreneur’s Guide is an easy read. It is written in a conversational tone, doesn’t take itself too...
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One Simple Idea: Turn Your Dreams into a Licensing Goldmine While Letting Others Do the WorkMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Turn your one simple idea into millionsâ€•without lifting a finger!


	“Ever heard of Teddy Ruxpin or Lazer Tag? Both have Stephen Key’s mark on them. He is the Yoda or ‘renting’ ideas for serious passive income. From how-to to war stories, this is a great book.”

	â€•Tim Ferriss, author...
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Fresh Passion: Get a Brand or Die a GenericGreenleaf Book, 2013

	Gold Medal Winner of the Benjamin Franklin Award in Business & Economics


	In an era of economic uncertainty, layoffs, and hiring freezes, creating and promoting a top-flight personal brand that stands out in the crowd is more important than ever.


	In Fresh Passion: Get a Brand or Die A Generic, Michael D. Brown...
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The Algebra of Happiness: Notes on the Pursuit of Success, Love, and MeaningPortfolio Hardcover, 2019

	An unconventional book of wisdom and life advice from renowned business school professor and New York Times bestselling author of The Four Scott Galloway.

	

	Scott Galloway teaches brand strategy at NYU's Stern School of Business, but his most popular lectures deal with life strategy, not business. In...
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Hacking Exposed: Network Security Secrets and Solutions, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	The world's bestselling computer security book--fully expanded and updated


	"Right now you hold in your hand one of the most successful security books ever written. Rather than being a sideline participant, leverage the valuable insights Hacking Exposed 6 provides to help yourself, your company,...
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Business In Blue Jeans: How To Have A Successful Business On Your Own Terms, In Your Own StyleSound Wisdom, 2013

	Reviews:

	"This is the best little 'how-to' book for starting and running a small business I've come across. Don't even think about going into business without it. And if you are already in business, this book is a must-read." 

	--Larry Winget, television personality and 5 time...
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The Passionate Programmer: Creating a Remarkable Career in Software Development (Pragmatic Life)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Success in today's IT environment requires you to view your career as a business endeavor. In this book, you'll learn how to become an entrepreneur, driving your career in the direction of your choosing. You'll learn how to build your software development career step by step, following the same path that you would follow if you were building,...
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